
Standard View provides an enhanced Adobe Connect experience

At Connect Innovation,  we recommend using ‘Standard View’ for meetings and webinars as

this new interface has a number of advantages over the older and slightly outdated ‘Classic View’. 

In part, the design itself has changed and has therefore been given a more modern look, but there

are also several new features that have been added to the new 'Standard View', which makes

the use of Adobe Connect an even better tool, including:

• Support for .gif image files

• Better overview when arranging layouts

• Improved and cleaner-looking whiteboards

• A new 'drag-and-drop' feature of files into share pods

• Better looking chat and notes pods

• Rotating participants during breakout sessions is now supported
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Step 1: Enable the ability to use Standard View for all meeting rooms

The following steps assume that your user has administrative privileges. If you do not have administrative

privileges, consult your site administrator:

Go to: Administration -> Compliance and Control -> HTML client settings and set at the red frame (Force

Standard View). Then click Save. 

All meeting rooms will now automatically appear with the Standard View interface.

PLEASE NOTE: If Use Enhanced audio is enabled, it will not be possible to:

    • participate from mobile devices (a new mobile application is on the way), or

    • save recordings as .mp4 (a new video codec is on the way)

1f you want the individual meeting participant to be able to choose between Classic and Standard View

then place the mark next to the yellow frame and see the instructions on the next page under Step 2.
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**Using HTML client settings, you can force all meeting rooms to enable either Standard or Classic View. However, you can also

leave it up to the individual meeting host to choose (yellow frame).  Force Standard View is recommended as the selected option

in most cases.



Step 2: Select Classic / Standard View in each individual meeting room 

If the settings on the solution allow the individual meeting host to choose between the two different

views, you will have the following options in setting up the meeting:
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1) Click this option to select Standard View

2) Enable the ability to participate via browsers

3) Use the enhanced audio feature

PLEASE NOTE: If Use Enhanced audio is enabled, it will not be possible to:

   • participate from mobile devices (a new mobile application is on the way), or

    • save recordings as .mp4 (a new video codec is on the way)

4) Enable Classic View for the meeting room (Classic View will be discontinued by Adobe

Connect in mid-2021).



Remember to update the Adobe Connect application regularly

The Adobe Connect application is regularly updated with improvements and fixes. It is therefore

a good idea to check at regular intervals (eg once a month) whether you have installed the latest

updated application.

Fortunately, it is easy to do: 

1. Click on the three dots in the upper right corner of the meeting room 

2. Select 'Check for updates'

**Remember to regularly check for the latest version of Adobe Connect from the menu in the

upper right corner.

If your application is updated to the latest one, you will see this dialog box:

**If your application is updated to the latest one, you will see this dialog box.
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For more information: 

Check our blog                                    Register to our webinar                           Check our online courses 

Send us a message

sales@connect-innovation.com
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